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Hammond, Indiana 46323
September 20, 2005

Dear Jack,
Thanks so much for the good phone conversation a few
days ago, We're trusting that all things are going well
with you, including the sale of your books. They are real
treasures for anyone who has ever lived and loved Rowan
County. My personal favorite of your four books is your
. first, Morehead Memories. However, I have enjoyed them
all and return to them quite often.
Many thanks for the article on Morehead State Teachers
College Football and the great Ellis Johnson. Ellis is
truly a Kentucky Sports Legend and I never tire of hearing
and reading about him.
It is very interesting to learn
that he was named for your Grandfather. Carl Sinclair once
said, I believe in 1953, that the name Ellis Johnson, had a
very agreeable sound, and that he had come across several
boys acro,ss Kentucky that bore that name. I went through
most of grade school and all of high school with an Ellis
Johnson from Haldeman. He lives there today.
Your article on Farming, food and the farmers market
was likewise very informative.
I continue to appreciite
and admire the good service you do for so many of us.
Getting back to Morehead Memories, I recently read
again from chapter 10 of your work with the Bookmovile.
I remember you best from those days. Pages 501-503, describing the treacherous situation that you and Mrs. Cecil
were caught in was certainly a true adventure story. It
required lots of heroism and you both were up to the task.
I could cite other parts of the book that are very interesting and helpful. It is simply a great book from cover
to cover.
I have enclosed three pieces that I have previously
sent you.
I have re-typed and hopefully improved them with
some correction.
God bless you, your family, and work.

Your friend,

~

Bob Oney

VALUES TO KNOW AND HOLD
John Burroughs, the great American naturalist, poet,
and critic, was, as could be expected, a reader of many
books. Some, he would return to and read again every few
years. He often wrote of Carlyle, Emerson, Arnold, and
his good friend, Walt Whitman. He referred to many poets,
including the Kentuckian, Madison Cawein, whom I have come
to love and respect.
If Mr. Burroughs had one favorite book,
the one he returned to most often, it might have been Gilbert
White's Natural History of Selbourne. It must have had a special life-meaning value for him.
Strong literature, like strong love, never ceases to
remain and grow in the hearts of those it reaches.
I find
myself regulf.larly returning to Faulkner's The Bear and Old
Man, Conrad's Chance and Youth, Wendell Berry's The Hidden
Wound and The Gift of Good Land, and most regularly to Elizabeth Madox Roberts' The Time of Man.
I have never returned
to Melville, Dickens, nor Thomas Wolfe.
I have long been
drawn to the older English Poets such as Milton, Gray, Cowper,
Keats, and Arnold. Likewise, Americans such as Sidney Lanier,
Donald Davidson, and James Still. The essays of Hazlitt,
Macauley, Arnold, Burroughs, Richard Weaver, and Berry seem
to have a permanent hold upon me. And so it is that other
than the Holy Bible, which being the Word of God, is too
sacred to be considered mere literature, the book I most
often return to and think upon is that masterpiece of poetic
sincerety, Miss Roberts' The Time of Man. It has taken me
sometime to understand why:
In any good work of fiction, the heroic will be pitted
against the unheroic, and I find Miss Roberts' heroine Ellen
Chesser, as heroic as anyone I've ever encountered in any
way.
I believe for a fact, the most heroic of all ages, excepting Moses and certain God-chosen men, Biblical and nonBiblical, all chosen for strong, righteous leadership in
times of grav e peril and necessity, have been the strong
daughterly, wifely, motherly women such as Ellen.
It is
needful · to look at Jochebed, Hannah, Ruth, Deborah, Esther,
the blessed Virgin Mary;
the women who were followers of
Jesus: those who remained to minister to him all the way to
his ascension. Also. those who heeded the Gospel when preached
by Paul, and became unfailing in their ministry to the Great
Apostle and the Early Church. Nearer to our own time -and
situation, we can look upon the multitude of strong, virtuous
maidens, wives, and mothers, unmarried spinisters devoted to
God, who have braved, suffered, and withstood every obstacle
that sought to waylay their received responsibilities.

( 2)

Ellen Chesser and fellow fictional heroines such as
Shakespeare's Cordelia, Tolstoy's Natasha Rostov, Faulkner's
Dilsey of the Compsons, and Harriette Arnow's Gertie Nevels,
are representative of true heroism. They represent the very
best in womankind -- thus humankind. Being aware of this,
we should mourn, weep, and pray over such as Anna Karenina
and Emma Bovary who represent the kind, wel~-meaning woman
who falls into the trap set by thoughtless, irresponsible
men who rob her of everything -- virtue, home and family,
.and very soul. When fully studied, we find woman's obstacles to be indeed most terrifying. Too terrifying for a
man.
A lesser poem of Milton's, my favorite of his many great
works, is the sonnet usually titled, On His Deceased Wife.
He refers to her as ·11 My late espoused Saint." Without question there is a strong motherly force, whether by mother,
grandmother, wife, guardian, or Spiritual mother of the likes
of the Prophetess Anna-Luke 2:36, (there have been and shall
always be women of that calling) that inspires and directs all
truly good, compassionate, honorable men. Personally, I find
it necessary to think upon this matter often.
I find no human composition more qualified to fulfill this need than
The Time of Man.
B.R. Oney
December 7, 2001

THE CHESTNUT BLIGHT AND AFTERTHOUGHT
There stobd the large and stately barkless tree
Amid it's kin, the oaks, full-barked and free
Of the foreign enemy that claimed its life;
Its brethren had all perished by the same.
The chestnuts were a wonder to my youth:
I stood in awe of them though the 1 were dead.
My Dad would sadly tell us of the blight
That brought this useful hardwood tree to nought.
(2)

Fence posts and firewood long ago consumed
The remaining chestnuts standing near to home.
I was born too late to eat the fruit so favored
By the generation just ahead of mine.
Surviving meager sprouts we'd sometimes see.
These stunted remnants yet remain today.
Science long has used them seeking for a way
To restore what we through negligence have lost.
-AFTERTHOUGHTOf course blights are not common
Nor to any lesser life - hurt or
For we have long dealt suff'ring
The chestnut's fate: we dealt it

just to trees
extinct,
that exceeds
to mankind.

0 think how dreadful our own fate would be
Had not our Saviour cared and given all.
B.R.Oney
January 20-21, 1994

OF UPROOTEDNESS AND CHANGE
James Still loved the work of Thomas Hardy.
And of Hardy it has been said, ''He portrayed the
passing of the rural scene familiar to his nativ~
county of Dorset (Wessex in his novels) during the
early part of his life. Mr. Still was to accomplish
the same with his Knott Co., Kentucky. Three other Kentucky writers, Elizabeth Madox Roberts, Harriette Simpson Arnow, and Wendell Berry have done the same with
their own rural counties of Washington, Wayne, and Henry,
respectively.
Mrs. Arnow, a transplanted Kentuckian, then living
in Michigan, created in her book, The Dollmaker, a
harsh rendering of the reality encountered by the serious, home loving, hard-working Applachi~n Southerner,
when uprooted from cherished soil to enter into an alien
existence. And, although this is pretty much the story
of mankind, most of us probably never get over it. The
attached writings reflect somewhat, a kinship to Southern Applachia, forever embedded within me.
B.R. Oney
November 17, 2001

A VISIT WITH WENDELL BERRY IN A DREAM
Sitti, g tall and straight in a chair
Inside his house at Lane's Landing,
He listened attentively as I described
My upbringing in Rowan County:
I spoke of farming and timbering
.
The rugged fields and forests of that age.
Remembering his long ago return
To Rural Responsibility there in Henry County,
I began to apologize for my own neglect,
Only to be interrupted by a phone call
Questioning me of business in urban Indiana.
Throughout the interruption
He was firmly instructing me
With sound a nswers to that questioner.
B.R. ONEY
March 12, 200-1

MYPEOPLE
By
Bob Oney
They were descendents of those who had left the British Isles
and Continental Europe during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries, to arrive in our Atlantic Ports, and move on to and
through Virginia and the Carolinas, and on west through the
mountain gaps, eventually following the Big Sandy and Licking
Valleys into these foothills of the Appalachians. These
descendents bore marks of that hard journey that encompassed
three major wars and untitled skirmishes with the Native
population of which some were visibly blood relatives. Some
words used by Chaucer were to be heard among them. A few were
illiterate, more semi literate. Their surnames were Tackett, Purvis,
Stamper, Sparks, Reeder, Oney, May, Fraley, Skaggs, Sturgill,
Parker, Brooks, Messer, Turner, Hall, and White. They accounted
for twenty-four households that nourished around one hundred and
forty souls. They inhabited the agrarian community of Little Perry,
Hayes Precinct, Rowan County, Kentucky, at the beginning of
World War 11 Having recently come through the Great
Depression, and a variety of troubles earlier in the Century and at
the close of the previous one, most of the Elders were to live and
see that war disrupt and change their long, accustomed way of life.
No less than fifteen of their young men were inducted into military
service, many seeing combat action. At the war's end in late 1945,
most of these young men upon returning home, moved
permanently to Northern cities for employment. This seemed to
hasten the trend that nearly depopulated that community of its
capable young. Today, but few of those original families are
represented in Little Perry. Subsistence farming there, is now nonexistent.
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HOMAGE TO JAMES STREET: A LONGTIME MENTOR
As I followed his description of the South
From Texas to our East Tennessee;
From our ' Rye Cove in Virginia
To Mobile and Little Rock,
He told of Huey Long, Casey Jones and our Taylors;
Of his own Mississippi with it's varied peoples
Whom he k rew and loved in such depth;
I remembered my youth with his bird-dog,
Columbu s , IITbe Rabbit", a n d the doublet;
Then my Service ye a r s wi th Ti s ho min g o,
The Dabney s a nd Sout h e rn Abolit ion.
Years l a t e r, the boy a n d n oble basenji
Awakened me to an underst a nding
Of a long and valuable apprenticeship.
B.R.Oney, Nov 27, 1997

"Praise Hirn, all ye stars of light."
Psalm 148:3 KJV
KENTUCKY STARLIGHT: AUTUMN 1948
Enriching was that evening of hard work:
Three hours of brush-burning
On that mountain ridge:
About three hours left to do
When I was sen£ down the rnount~in path
To bring back some food and water.
Mother having given me
A day-old chocolate pie,
I was soon back on that ridge
Where we settled down for a snack,
Myself choosing to sit on a rough log
A good distance from the other two.
There looking up at the sky
That reached faf beyond
The neighboring ridges,
I was blessed to fully view
The gbeat array of bright stars
Lighting all of visible Heaven and earth,
Creating a beautiful, superior contrast
To our own leaping brush fires.
No s~pg, Jog, or film
Neithei,,;,.,;J'~~man
work nor voice
"·1i,;f " · " ·..'
Was pi~s~n~ ·ta hinder those moments of glory.
1e

'

•

B.R. Oney
August 11, 2003

UNW IN
Benefactors of the highest order,
The widow Mary and son William
Provided love, companionship and refuge
To our beloved Cowper, who responded
With not only reciprocal love,
But lasting hymns and letters;
And poems - The Task and Tirocinium
Of particular importance.
Three bunches of dahlias now grow here
By reason of their species name, "Unwin."
They grace the side-fence with such dignity
As to bring desire for the
Simple gardens and menageries
Once seen at that dwelling in long-ago Olney.
B. R. Oney
August 2001

Hammond, Indiana 46323
October 23, 2003

Dear Jack,
The reading of Patriots and Heroes was indeed, "time well
spent." As with most older Rowan Countians, I had several
relatives and close family friends who served in WW II.
Those who were in combat would rarely speak of their experiences as they made their adjustments back into civilian
· life. Your book, describing actual accounts of battle, prison
camp life, suffering, death, along with the pain of worry and
sometimes loss experienced by wives, mothers, children,_ friends
and others back home, gave me further knowledge and appreciation
o f t h ose de a r ones who sacrificed a n d g ave so mu ch .
It b ro ught
to mind Ernest Tubb's war-time song, Soldier's Last Letter.
We were blessed to have most of those men return home from that
war. We must never forget those who did not return.
With this said, I am led to believe that you chose to
write your book at the perfect time. As you well know, God
has his own time and place.
Thank you Jack and God . bless you.
Sincerely,

~

Bob Oney

F om The Coflectlon Of:
Dr. J~ok D. Ellis
5~2 \IV. Sun St. orehead, KY 40351

006-784-7473

Merrillville, In. 46410
August 6, 2004

Dear Jack,
Thanks for the promptness in getting the A~pha
Hutchinson book to me.
I am most grateful for the kind
words you addressed to me inside the cover of the book.
I am truly honored to be called your friend.
Enclosed
is the 17.00 to cover the book and handling. Thank you
aga a n.
Best known to me among the Hutchinson Family were
Dora and Ward Williams, Dora being sister to Alpha. Waid
and Dora were two of the finest people I ever knew.
I wish
I h ad visited more with them after my high school days.
Ward was my teacher during the 6th, 7th, 8th, 11th and
12th grades. He was the man who established me in the study
of History.
It was he who kindled my interest in Dr. Thomas
D. Clark. Ward had studied under Dr. Clark while in Graduate s
School at U.K. I have some precious memories of Ward and Dora,
and perhaps I could share 0 a couple with you:
As you would remember, Jack, Ward Williams was a slightly built man, Probably about 6 feet tall, and weighing about
145 lbs. When I was informed that he had played football
in high school back ±n Letcher Coun ty, and perhaps some at
Morehead College, I was moved to ask him what position he had
played. He replied "center ;~ , which caused me to remark, "you
must have been a lot heavier then." He answered, "I was ,~ a
little bit heavier." I have always believed that his size
was no indication of the strength of Ward Williams.
As a junior and senior at Morehead High, he was my
teacher in Civics/Government and Library Science. On several days around 11 ; 00 AM, he asked me to walk over to the
Dixie Grill to get him a hamburger for lunch. He seldom
carried any money, and he would ask that I go by the Southern
Be ili le to get hamburger money from his wife, Dora.
She would
cheerfully get me some money while making a cheerful comment
about her husband.
I detected a great love between them.
At times he would ask me to take the New YOrk Times
to the School Superintendent's ~ffiae and give to Mrs.
Young. Mrs. Cecil and others would comment that Mrs. Young
was the only one of them who read the New York Times. n Ward
at that time was Librarian at Morehead High.

( 2)

During my school years (1942-1954), I was priveleged
to have many good teachers.
I gained from them all and
could say many good things of them. Lyda Messer Caudill,
Mary Hogge, Ray Hogge, Margaret Caudill, Ellen Hudgins, and
of course, Ward c Williams aid much to mold my life into what i t
is today t
I love and hold on to their memory.
I consider
them to have been great friends.
Jack, I appreciate you and your work so very much.
bless you and your dear Family.
iI am

Your friend,

fl~~'¼
Bob Oney

6

God

From 'the Cof1at,'1fon
Or. Jack D el . Of:

-,

S52W.sunJ!s

Morehead KY ~606-784-74~1
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WELLS RAIKES, KENTUCKIAN
Nearly shrouded in depths of childhood memory,
A friendly preacher-teacher,
Gifted tinkerer and friend of my father,
Emerges as I look into the written life
_Of his English namesake
Who founded Wells' beloved Sunday Schools
More than sixteen decades earlier.
B.R. Oney, August 13, 2004

TRIBUTE TO MARY mOOE, scmoL TEACHER,
ROWAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FIRST HALF OF TWENTIETH CENTURY

We trust again the likes of her to see
Enriching children's souls with needs denied
By forces of our Soul's great enemy,

Who always battle truth when well applied.

Her teaching methods long before were tried
And proven, as the record does attest:
Hard work and discipline were both allied
With pictures, letters, words, figures ·and tests.
Each school day she would talce the time to bless
Us with Scripture reading~ then

we Id

sing

Songs she had taught us; others we'd request,

Or learn the games of skill she I d

sometimes

bring.

She helped the ones with special learning needs,
And took poor orphans home to clothe and feed.
B .R. Oney October 23, 1q93

Rev. 1996,1997

THE OLD FIELDS
The ground so rocky made our work a trial
As the sun beat down upon our heads and backs;
Dad's discipline was all that kept us there
To hoe the field of corn behind his plow.
Then as I looked across that field which lay
nestled below a curving tree-filled ridge,
Through my frustration, there I saw a work
Too splendid for my mind to comprehend:
This field of corn curved with the ridge and gave
A semi-circled view of greenery;
The nearest field beyond, a twin in shape,
Displayed a picture scene of orchard grass.
( 2)

A half-century has passed; I come again
To look upon these old fields now in grass:
I walk and look, then mention to my kin,
"Hel!e is the perfect pastureland for sheep."
( 3)

God in his mercy lifts our eyes to see
Visions of substance at a tender age,
And waits to ble,s .·~, ,. us in our later years
With his unchanging·· SJ?~.p_tacle of hope.
i.,.· ~~,.;,-

.

B.R. Oney
November 25, 1993
About the Old Fields:
It was probably in 1947, when I was nearing
my eleventh year.
Bill was almost nine. Dad
would have been thirty-five, and had been working
those fields and the entire Torn Oney and Charlie
Sparks holdings since the years of World War I
(1917-1918). Large piles of rock, gathered and
moved to permit cultivation, were to be seen at
several locations across the fields.
Uncle Earl
removed the rock piles a few years ago. The grass
is so thick and the land so well cared for at present,
that one would never think of corn, plows, hoes, or
rocks.
It is a scene of pastoral beauty and has a way
of bringing to mind Abraham, Issac, Jacob, David, and
of course our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ; therefore the sheep.
B.R. Oney
November 1993

BENJAMIN ONEY, CIRCA 1732-1801

Ben Oney's sojourn in this life began
In Uld West Jersey by the Delaware;

Much work and movement he soon came to bear
Because llllending conflict drove the mano
The French War came to trouble Jersey's Land;
Then came colonial problems not to be

Soon. solved without a total victory
Of force by English or American.

As, war approached, he moved his family
Into Virginia's westernmost frontiert
As a Loyalist, h• found some trouble there;

But there he lived to see the next Cen 1 tryo
Not much was written of this Pioneer,
Whose mem 'ry lives with certain progenyo

B.R. Oney Deco 12, 1987
Revised 1993 &.1995

Taken from Eo•s in the volume FORTIDNS OF LIFE, rough-drafted
i.~ 199~ and 1995""byBoRo0Heyo
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"Praise Him, all ye stars of light."
Psalm 148:3 KJV
KENTUCKY STARLIGHT: AUTUMN 1948
Enriching was that evening of hard work:
Three hours of brush-burning
On that mountain ridge:
About three hours left to do
When I was sent down the mount~in path
To bring back some food and water.
Mother having given me
A day-old chocolate pie,
I was soon back on that ridge
Where we settled down for a snack,
Myself choosing to sit on a rough log
A good distance from the other two.
There looking up at the sky
That reached far beyond
The neighboring ridges,
I was blessed to fully view
The g b eat array of bright stars
Lighting all of visible Heaven and earth,
Creating a beautiful, superior contrast
To our own leaping brush fires.
No s~pg, Jog, or film
Neithe ~ ~urnan. work nor voice
Was pt~i ~t~ \i~ hinder those moments of glory.
B.R. Oney
August 11, 2003

:r:·~,· ·..
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A LEGACY OF A.P. CARTER
For Virgil L. Oney 1912-1969
Sometimes, when things were going well
He was apt to break out in song:
"One evening getting late, I met her at the gate;
I asked her if she'd wed me in the fall • .
She only turned a~~y and nothing would she say,
That aggravating beauty, Lula Walls."
At other times his thoughts would reach
Higher plains and it would be:
"Away by the water so clear,
The maidens were winding their way,
And Pharoahis little daughter
Stepped down in the water
To bathe in the cool of the day."
Before it was dark, she opened the ark
And found the sweet infant was there!"
Having learned these and other Carter songs
From Victorola-played records
Belonging to bis invalid Mother,
(Her death came in ·1 932)
He later purchased a battery radio
And brought them to my acquaintence
By at least 1940.
Being without radio through most
Of the middle 1940s,
We lost track of the Carter Family's wherabouts.
A renewal began in 1947
When we began hearing Maybell
And her daughters perform
From the Old Dominion Barn Dance
As it was broadcast from WRVA, Richmond.
Not long thereafter we heard the beloved Sara
Aga~n perform with Maybell,
This time from the Grand Ole Opry.
In time,. $ : dea~ · friend,
A fellow tr·a nsplanted Kentuckian,
Taught me the true greatness
Of Sara's singing and Maybell's guitar work.
It was later when I perceived A.P.'s genius
And the value of my Father's gift.
B.R. Oney
November 14-~7, 1998

-~

.•

NASHVILLE, OCTOBER 30,31, 1957
The three of us left Smyrna in early afternoon
To visit that fabled city of my mind.
Within an hour we stood viewing
The monumental Ryman, I for the first time.
Thinking of those treasured Saturday evenings
Spent listening to the Acuffs, Tubbs, and Monroes,
(I refer to my own thoughts at the time)
We proceeded to traverse that aging area,
Finally stopping at a "by the tracks" diner
(Perhaps the same later frequented
And spoken of by Tom T. Hall)
For a supper of hot dogs and chili.
Later at the downtown movie theater
We watched Elvis' Jailhouse Rock, after which
We walked past Harvey's, "Nashville's Largest Store",
Where vagabonds were spreading newspapers
Beneath its roofed doorways
To begin their night's sleep.
At the bus station many of their fellows
Were gathered, some being removed by the police.
Except for the numbers
Lexington and Knoxville
Had offered the same.
Next morning we passed Harvey l s
As some of them departed the store-fronts
Just before arrival of the day's first shoppers.
We then rode out to the more orderly
But less significant Murfreesboro,
As I contemplate4 the hardness of
The home of Ryman !:s ," Opry''. _, Vanderbilt,
The Southern AgricJ iturist and The Hermitage,
As I had "The Cradle of the Confederacy",
(Hank Williams' Montgomery, no less,)
Some three years earlier.
B.R. Oney, February 28, 1998

Written by:
Bobby R. Oney
3403 Kenwood Street
Hammond, Indiana 46323

MOTHER'S DAY RIDOODE!IIDRON

It brings to mind descriptive thoughts well written
~bout it's untamed kin by John Fox, Jro;
Furthennore, the gardens of Lord Rothschild,
Where Rhododendron of all. sort are grown:

This transplant from the Southern Appalachians,

A pleasing token of our heritage
Has blossomed far beyond all expectation,
And becomes a part of lasting memory.
B.R.O'ney
Late May, Ea;rly june 199~

BLACKBERRIES
All afternoon we had battled the briers
Searching and picking the sparse ripe berries,
And still had bucket space.
I was nearly
Drained from the day's heat, and thirst made me
Yearn for the well at the foot of the hill.
Much later when our buckets were filled,
We drank our fill of the cold limestone water.
We yet had the chigger bites to deal with:
They would torment us for a week or more.
At least we had avoided the copperheads:
We once killed a huge one on that hillside.
There were many more in those brushy old fields.
Trudging homeward, we hoped for better picking
In other fields.
The season had been bad.
B.R. Oney
April 8, 1997

"Dear son of memory, great heir of
fame,
What need'st thou such weak witness
of thy Kame?
Thou in our wonder and astonishment
Hast built thyself a livelong monument."
John Milton~s On Shakespeare
NEAR HILTONS, VA., MAY 18, 2000
Again I turned north off Route 58,
And within seconds was again driving eastward,
This time on the old two-laner
Now known as A.P. Carter Highway.
Even before turning unto the small road
That ascends to Mt. Vernon Methodist Church
And the cemetary on it's grounds,
My thoughts bad returned to 1940-41,
Where Lowell Thomas, Lum 'n Abner,
And especially Dad with his Carter Family
And Jimmie Rodgers songs were creating legacy.
(We might have had the Carter Family
On the radio and Dad would have bee~ saying,
"The mans a singin' this time. 11
He appreciated Sara and Maybell beyond measure,
But be loved to hear A.P. 's strong placid barttone.)
Once again I looked at the names, dates,
And song titles on A.P.'s and Sara's tombstones.
I remembered Tom Oney of Castlewood, Va.,
~escribing how his Father, Smith Oney,
A fiddler, would always look toward
The occasional visit A.P. would pay him,
And how . after supper, they would
Pick and fiddle long into the night.
Perhips t~~t was n~~r the time
Of the findirig 'bf Sara over in Wise County.
It must have been the time of finding
Songs and music in those bills and valleys.
Returning from the cemetary,
I was informed that A.P.'s Longing For Old Virginia
Was, along with nine other songs,
Being considered for selection as Virginia's
New state song. I wondered,
"Why not 'Mid The Green Fields Of Virginia?"
Whatever the people of Virginia choose,
Others of us shall continue to honor
These and other songs that A.P. Carter,
A true musical hero, drew from
The very soul of Virginia's artful people,
To master and then share with all.
B.R.ONEY 5/18/00

REAP-HOOK
Thf 1940s
Though more commonly called a sickle,
The Oneys always; called it a reap~hook:
Dad aaid · to me, · "son, take the reap-hook
And git all of them · leetle weeds · and·bra'rs."
"I'll git the big 1 uns · w1th the · mowin' scythe."
Time went bys I grew up and moved away.
Dad 1·s tools, then finally he passed from the :scene.
The 1990•

Again we wandered through~;Old merchandise
Displayed at the -large ·nearby flea-markets
I aawthe wide · blade on the green steel ·shaft
Topped w1 th the- .aturdy varnished handle,
And exclaimed, "there .. lays -our old reap-hookl"

·Today, I ·cut tall · grass · along our fence
And experienced memoriee·again of Dad.
B.R. Oney
November 27, 1997

A VISIT WITH WENDELL BERRY IN A DREAM
Sitting tall and straight in a chair
Inside his home an Lane's Landing
He listened attentively as I described
My upbringing in Rowan County:
I spoke of farming and timbering
The rugged fields and forests of that age.
Remembering his long ago return
To rural responsibility there in Henry County,
I began apologizing for my own neglect
Only to be interrupted by a phone call
Questioning me of business in urban Indiana.
Throughout the interruption
He was firmly instructing me
With sound answers to that questioner.
Bobby R. Oney
March 12, 2001

Note:
This is an actual dream I had a few
days before writing it down.
As one who considers Wendell Berry as
Kentucky's most important writer ever, as
well as America's most important and useful
:j,ri t~r today, I consider ·the drea,m ~ very
' positive experience.
rJZ.oO, L~~~~
B6bb~iney~
December 11, 2004
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PEE WEE REESE, 1918-1999
HUMANITARIAN HALL OF FAMER DIES
Louisville Courier-Journal
August 15, 1999
MARBLES AND BASEBALL
The choose-up baseball games that I began participating
in as a nine-year old fourth grader at the old Haldeman School,
was the seedbed of my great love of that game. At that innocent
time and age, the great priveledge was that of swinging the bat.
All of us wanted the opportunity to hit the ball. We batted in
order of position played: catcher first, pitcher second, firstbaseman third, second-baseman fourth, third baseman fifth, shortstop sixth, leftfielder seventh, centerfielder eigth, and rightfielder ninth.
In the limited recess, lunch-hour, and afterschool times that were available to us, it was rare when we
could get past the second inning. To be assured a time at
bat, it was needful to be, of course, catcher, pitcher, or
first- baseman. As it was, these positions always went to the
bigger, better hitters (there were boys as old as twelve and
thirteen in the fourth and fifth grades.) My size and ability
limited me to no higher than shortstop, or sixth hitter in the
line-up.
I felt fortunate not to be relagated to the outfield,
which meant I'd probably never hit unless our team batted first
and nearly everyone got a quick hit the first time around. As
it happened, I spent so much time in the field that I became the
best fielder of the group.
In 1947, I began following Major League Baseball by reading
the newspaper sport pages, and in 1948, I discovered the radio
broadcasts. By the time the Dodgers and Yankees played the 1949
World Series, I was a die-hard fan. The great teams of the late
1940s and early 1950s were the Yankees, Red Sox, and Indians of
the American League; and the Dodgers, Giants, and the Cardinals
of the National League. All of these teams had great shortstops.
They were, Rizzuto of the Yankees, Stephens of the Red Sox, Boudreau of the Indians, Reese of the Dodgers, Dark of the Giants,
and Marion of the Cardinals. Baseball history tells us that no
team has ever been great without a good shortstop. Marty Marion
was the best fielder of the group; Vern Stephens, the best hitter.
Pee Wee Reese was a better hitter than Marion and a better fielder
than Stephens. He was the best base runner of the six. He was
such a leader as to be chosen Captain of that great Dodgers team
which included such players as Jackie Robinson, Duke Snyder, Roy
Campanella, Gil Hodges, Carl Furillo, Preacher Roe, Don Newcombe,
Carl Erskine, and Joe Black. As a Kentuckian, he became my favorite. I : beeame ~pleased and thankful to be a shortstop, and never
again wanted to be anything else.
I was shortstop in nearly
every game I played in thereafter.
In 1948, I talked Dad into
purchasing new baseball gloves for Bill and me. Bill's Joe Gordon Model and my own Charlie Keller saw busy service from then
on.

(2)
As a Y,Oungster, Pee Wee Reese excelled as a marble
player. It was in winning a Louisville Marble Championship
that he earned the nickname Pee Wee, his given name being
Harold.
I rate marbles on the same level with baseball as a
game for boys between eight and twelve years old. My good
friend Jimmy Miller was, at age ten, the best I ever saw.
I wish there had been marble championships at Haldeman and
Morehead, as they did in Louisville.
I cannot imagine anyone
who would have beaten Jimmy. Two summers ago, I visited Jimmy at his home in New Castle, Indiana, and was able to present
his small grandson with~ a new bag of marbles and a rubber ball.
I make a practice of carrying a few marbles and balls for such
purposes. When with my grandsons, I sometimes look for a
bare, level section of ground where we can draw a ring · and
shoot a few games of marbles.
I find it lots of fun, even
at sixty-five.
I'm drawn again to the Courier Journal's front ·page
feature of Pee Wee Reese's death. He was referred to as a
Humanitarian Hall of Farner. He had been elected to the -..:a,asaball Hall of Fame in recognition of his great contributions
on the baseball field. He is recognized as a Humanitarian
because of his solid support of Jackie Robinson, both on and
off the field when Jackie was breaking the color-line with
the 1947 Brooklyn Dodgers. In a picture on that same front
page, a jubilant Robinson is being embraced by an equally
jubilant white Kentuckia·n, Pee Wee Reese, and an equally jubilant white Arkansan, Pr~abher Roe, after a win over the New
York Yankees in the 1952 World Series. Reese was an All-Star
Shortstop; Robinson, an All-Star Second Baseman; and Roe was
an All-Star Pitcher - the Greg Maddux of his day. They spent
their entire careers with the Brooklyn Dodgers and never became filthy-rich.
I am thankful to have lived and followed
baseball during that era.
B.R. Oney 2/26/02

,t order,
Llliam
~hip and refuge
10 responded
love,
:ters;
Tirocinium,
~bree bunches of dahlias now grow here
By reason of their species name, "Unwin."
They now grace the side-fence with such dignity
As to bring desire for the
Simple gardens and menageries
Once seen at that dwelling in long-ago Olney.

HOMAGE TO JAMES STREET:};_ LONG-TIME MENTOR
As I read bis descriptign of tbe South
From Texas to our East Tennessee;
From our Rye Cove in y~~ginia
To Mobile and Little Rock,
He told of Huey Long, Casey Jones and our Taylors;
Of his own Mississippi with it's varied peoples
whom he knew and loved in such depth.
I remembered. my. ya.ut.n ..wtt.h :,h.Ls __ bird~dog;
Columbus, "The Ral>hi t, 11 · and ·the doublet;
And my Service years - with Tishomingo~
The Dabneys, and Southern Abolition.
Years later, tbe boy and noble bas~nji
Awakened me ~o an understanding _
Of a long, valued apprentice-ship.
~oR. Oney
November 27, 1997

ONE MAN•S DISCOVERY OF KEATS
Sherwood Anderson had written of
The young Faulkner's obsession
With Shelley and Keats, calling them
"Those favorite poets of Southern men."
Being in awe of the name, Percy Byssbe Shelley,
(It somehow reminded me of Confederate generals,)
I soon embarked upon a study of
Shelley, Keats, Byron, and finally Coleridge,
Fully expecting to prefer the work of Shelley.
Yet my true affinity was found to be
With those splendid odes and sonnets
Left by the one who'd proven most gifted:
He of the short and ·painful, impassioned life,
Whose worthi-ness surpassed region and time.
B.R. Oney
July 12, 1999

APPLIED VISION
The Artist will never fully portray
The excellence and importance
Of the monarch at its butterfly weed
The hummingbird at its beebalm;
Even the tanager on its leafy limb.
Such is only for the appreciative soul
Through use of God-given eyes and mind,
Who captures and retains those fleeting scenes
Throughout his allotted time.
B.R. Oney
August 7, 2003

AZURE
Though neither artist nor aesthetic,
I was nevertheless drawn
To those September morning glories
That covered the abandoned fence.
Their contrast with the day's
Gray cloudiness caused their hue
To approach that of a perfect sky.
B~R Oney ·
September 16, 1998

~RUTH, TRUTH IN LOVE
Its needful that the learned
r portion every day.
the need to hear the truth,
hroughout the sojoarn here.
Spirit, said to love
or speech but deed and truth.*
can overcome the word
Of truth when spoken and controlled by love.
*I John 3:18 RSV
B.R.ONEY, March 31, 1992

"Everyone to whom much is given,
of him will much be required."
Luke 12:48 RSV
"I am debtor both to the Greeks
and to the Barbarians; both to
the wise and to the unwise."
Romans 1:14 KJV
TO OUR GIFTED ONES
We all are end results of man's great fall
That separated us from reigning peace.
Therefore we have no hope without the Grace
That God now freely offers to us all.
Some of us find life most liberal:
We're gifted with abilities profound;
While others lacking, live on troubled ground,
And many seem to have no gift at all.
Receivers of His Grace and gifts, recall
How Jesus loved and gave to every soul;
And bear in mind that we did not control
Our births, nor can we know what may befall
Ourselves before our earthly service folds.
Lets head the words of Christ and be as Paul.
B.R.Oney, December 3-5, 1993

AFTER SEVERAL READINGS OF PHILIPPIANS CHAP. 3
This is a powerful Gospel,
Never to be tampered with.
It is to be received and kept
In all humility to God in Christ.
o, the transition made in lives
Of those who believe and receive it,
And continue to walk in it's way.
Of it's greatness only a portion is known:
"Eyes have not seen, nor ears heard,
Neither has entered into the hearts of man
The things which God has prepared
For those who iove Him."*
(Those who receive and obey the Gospel.)
Yes,
(The
Even
Once

it is the "Pearl of Great Price: ~'**
whole truth, worthy of all sacrifice
unto death, this Gift of God.)
gained it is never to be given up.
B.R. Oney
December 24, 1997

*I Car. 2:9
**Matt. 13: 46

PAUL'S MACEDONIA, AND MINE
Three Epistles and a portion of the Acts,
A map of his "called" journey for perusal,
And a commentary worthy of the subject,
Give vision to a growing misson zeal.
I've hoped to see the actual route then taken
So long ago by Paul and his companions;
Yet first I must fulfill the route Christ gives me
Which presently points to another land.
And if that route requires lengthy confinement
Unto a task that God has deemed me worthy,
Perhaps my Philippi and Thessalonica
Shall never be upon Aegean shores. ,
B.R. Oney
December 31, 1997

BLESSED CONTINUITY
The task is for the ones who will endure
Today and every day as time prevails.
We've had the past; the present now is ours
To either mold or brsak: we have the choice.
Let us then choose responsibility,
Whereby we'll labor, marry, procreate;
Share our gifts as needed by mankind,
And teach these ways to our posterity.
The obstacles in many forms will be
Ever lurking to disrupt these goals:
Goals we shall reach if we look toward the One
Who gives and oversees all lasting gain.
B.R.ONEY, April 11, 1997

TO WILLIAM TYNDALE, IN APPRECIATION
So far-fetched did your noble aim appear
To your countrymen of power and of means
Tbat tbey missed sharing in all you'd foreseen,
And sought to keep from us God's Word so dear.
Far-fetched to men but accessible to God
Was this request of yours to meet the need
Of the "plough-boy" and of ours to read
And understand the Scriptures. You then trod
The Continent where faith and effort brought
About this great achievement so inspired.
Betrayed, you then were taken to Vilvorde,
And slain by those whose purpose was of nought.
We thank our Father for His precious Word.
We thank you for the sacrifice you brought.
B.R. Oney
January 1 , 1989

INSPIRATIO N FROM GILBERT WHITE' S ON THE RAINBOW
Brightness! Glorious brightness! Vastly formed!
By our great God alone, whom we adore
In every phase of His perfection given:
His bow gives forth a special glow to us.
The "sage" who is inspired with llpious awe"
As he looks up to hail that glorious arch,
And adore that God whose fingers formed the bow,
Is kinsman to the just ones who believe
And find accordance with the Word Made Flesh,
Who gave the rainbow and that Flesh for all.
For unchanged "vacant eyes" of all dear "swains"
That are "unconcious" of the Maker's Gift:
The gift of life through His beloved Son,
Eternal brightness waits to fill their void.
B. R. Oney
May 28, 1998

"The full soul loatheth an
honeycomb; but to the hungry
soul every bitter thing is sweet."
Proverbs 27:7 KJV

FAMINE IN MOZAMBIQUE
There were hardly leaves and roots
Left for their sustenance.
Many had perished from poison
Acquired of the same.
Water had vanished; life there was impossible,
And all who were able sought villages beyond,
In hope of nourishment and life.
Those who reached those villages
Found little or nothing to sustain them and theirs.
As had been the besieged, in wars
Throughout the past, these innocents
Became pawns of man's pride and greed,
Being thwarted at all turns
By unfeeling goals of the-better-fed.
B.R. Oney
August 25, 1998

RIVER ROCK
Five hundred miles from Cumberland's headwaters,
Brown, Dry------- aliens out of place:
These boulder-size specimens-------,
Now storied ornaments,
Strangely, bring thoughts of Stonehenge.
B.R. Oney
December 17, 1997
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OF UPROOTEDNESS AND CHANGE
James Still loved the work of Thomas Hardy, who portrayed
among other things, the passing of most of the rural scene of
his native county of Dorset (Wessex in his novels), as it was
during his early life. Mr. Still was to accomplish the same
with his own Knott County, Kentucky, as three other Kentucky
writers, Elizabeth Madox Roberts, Harriette Simpson Arnow, and
Wendell Berry, were to do with their native counties of Washington, Wayne, and Henry, respectively.
Mrs. Arnow, a transplanted Kentuckian, created in her book,
The Dollmaker, a harsh rendering of the reality encountered by
~he serious, hard-working, home-loving Appalachian Southerner,
when uprooted from cherished native soil to enter into an alien
existence. And, although this has been the story of mankind,
most of us probably never get over it. The attached writings
reflect somewhat, a kinship to Southern Applachia, forever embedded within me.
B.R. Oney
November 17, 2001

Frorn The Co!lectioo Of:
Dr. Jack. D. Ellis

552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473

"it seems
to difficult and rare to think
of the life of a
man grown whole in the world,
at peace and in place."
--Wendell Berry
PILLAR
Having just arrived from Grandpa's,
Dad was saying, "the Republicans
Asked Pap to run for Magistrate."
And Mother asked, "What did he say?"
"He told'em he couldn't runagin' Uncle Wiley."
Grandpa's first wife, long deceased,
Was a sister to Uncle Wiley.
Dad's own Mother had been Grandpa's second wife.
Nevertheless, to Dad, he was "Uncle Wiley."
No better Uncle could he have wished
Than this farmer-blacksmith-local statesman,
Whom he once told me had been
"The best cross-tie maker" he had ever known
"He'd take his axe and chop down
A few trees, hew'em into tie form,
Then cut'em into length."
Uncle Wiley was most natural
When seated upon the old wagon,
Or sometimes the "mowin' machine"
Or "hayrake", driving that patient
Team of his (a horse and a mule);
And in and around the barn
Near his forge and bellows.
Most of his eight sons and daughters,
All married with families, lived close-by.
Then a stalwart man past sixty,
He permitted Dad to use whatever
Equipment he owned. He also
Kept our horses shod and us advised.
His judicial work though secondary
To that of the fields and barn,
(Together with the aging house,
they served him as courtroom)
Was enough to make of him
A community essential.
His value to the Oneys went much further.
B.R. Oney, July 27, 1998

THE BATTLE OF MIDDLE CREEK
Having no use for any war,
This Battle's recent re-enactment
Could not have met with his favoro
No, not of that old man
Who in nineteen-fifty four
Had kiss·ed and wept over a grandson,
A peacetime soldier visiting him on furlough;
Who'd bad more reason to weep
Ten years earlier, when concern
For two sons then in Europe,
And another on Pacific's high seas,
Sent him to his sickbed (first time ever);
Whose greatest trials,
Those he shared long ago
With loved ones much older than himself,
Were seemingly results of happenings
Related to the actual though useless battle
Now subjected to portrayal.

B.R. Oney, Mav 23, 1998
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Hammond, Indiana 46323
October 1, 2001

Dear Jack,
I'm writing to tbank you for sending a copy of
I would never bave considered doing it myself.
I received a beautiful letter
from bim expressing bis appreciation.
I need not tell
you bow I was blessed to receive those kind words from
one wbom I admire and respect so much .
Thomas Clark is
our Macauley; our Parkman.
As I told bim in my return
letter~ "I cannot imagine a Kentucky without Thomas D.
Clark."

tbe poem to Dr . Thomas Clark.

Thanks again, Jack.
and your work.

God bless you, your family

I am,
Gratefully yours,
~bby
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Dr. Jack o. ems
552 W. Sun St.

. 40351
Morehead, KY
.;,
606-784-74•I3.

MY PEOPLE
They were descendents of those who had left the British
Isles and Continental Europe during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, to arrive in our Atlantic Ports, and move on
to and through Virginia and the Carolinas, and on west through
the mountain gaps, eventually following the Big Sandy and Licking Valleys into these foothills of the Appalachians. These
' descendents bore marks of that hard journey that encompassed
three major wars and untold skirmishes with the Native population of which some were visip iliy blood relatives. Some words
used by Chaucer were to be heard among them. A few weie illiterate, more semi literate. Their surnames were Tackett, Purvis,
Stamper, Sparks, Reeder, Oney, May, Fraley, Skaggs, Sturgill,
Parker, Brooks, Messer, Turner, Hall, and White. They accounted
for twenty-four households that nourished around one hundred and
forty souls. They inhabited the agrarian community of Little
Perry ~ Hayes Precinct, Rown~County, Kentucky, at the beginning
of World War II. Having recently come through the Great Depression, and a variety of troubles earlier in the Century and at
the close of the previous one, most of the Elders were to live
and see that war disrupt and change their long, accustomed way
of life. No less than fifteen of their young men were inducted
into military service, many seeing combat action. At the war's
end in late 1945, most of these young men upon returning home,
moved permanently to Northern cities for employment, This
seemed to hasten the trend that nearly depopulated that community of its capable young. Today, but few of those original
families are represented in Littl~ Perry. Subsistence farming
there, is now non-existent.
B. R . One y
Jul y 1 995
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Hammond, Indiana 46323
June 4, 2007

Dear Jack,
I'm finally getting around to commending you for
your fine article of April 6, 2007, in the Morehead News •
. I'm truly honored and humbled by your use of my essay in
that article.
Mrs. Caudill played a great role in educating the
children of Rowan County, and contributed so much to Eastern Kentucky £elk art. You portrayed her well and I appreciate it so much.
I'm most grateful .for your inclusion of
"The Hangman's Son g''as given in Jesse Stuart's Beyond Dark
Hills. The ~P,iC<~urp s _,..,f .· the schoolhouse, classroom with the
two to-a-seat desks, Jean Thomas' museum and song festival
were priceless.
As always Jack, you did a great job.
and most grateful.

I'm deeply moved

Your frier1 d ,
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supply the thread that runs
so true."
J~sse Stuart'
he T--hT ead
That Runs So True
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CAUDILL IN 1--942
(?~~'4There was a pie supper at «blle itt~ e Perry School on a
warm night in early Autumn 1942.
A--' Dad, ~
younger
brother and I were among +.be ~e v
- ""."V,q f i led - ~t a.ti,
t.he--l~r--0 f-.t;-h e t wo one - room sch o o 1 bu i ¼1 i:11
ci p.aJ.,e in what '.: was truly a local festivity. 'I~
ladies a.n d e:----...,_~t1J,uJ;v
a,d n--hts g i r l ~ d brou
home-made pies to be auctioned to
the highest bidderF
would usually share the pies with those
who brought them.

~ 1~-w

. ·

The
· rf ~ f that evening tha~ rings Qud~
was when a middle-aged lady stepped to the front
welcomed everyone to the school and to the festivities ~v~ ~-n~,~ ~ u ~.
,uAA:A.,..,tr.:
fplJ ?::1.-A.t 9~.eh....a_a·
,>.A,--.L..J._..... some of the prettiest women ,,,_
.; 1 ' '
v -v~ ~IIV""ll!'~ ~ ~
:r,:.- beys,
a~
~
~me~
~
t1ne""--Y4-J..4.e.s
t
' i l'f
~ ) ; She ~ smi """"";.J;U!"" as one would who was totally familiar
with those in attendance, and everyone had a good laugh.
After purchasing ~ pies ~l;>..y---t;.:a.._.._._ ,,_,_,d au-§J~h:e e-rQ-A-F-- 1::Jrrc 1 e
.
Bi _l l T ac ~ tt, and sharing them there on the old "two to a seat" ~ @ . ) ~
d e:-s
. . arents told Mrs. Caudill that they would like to ~ ~
ft,,f_"...t,.A'~~~~ne
school right away, as I had just turned six.
~

l

' '"

t5t~ thtf lt

-~
rivilege ~ beginn ~ - F
formal
education at such a small and primitive school under the charge
of such a remarkable woman ~11 Mrs, ~a u a · :J:...i--i,.-<L.I ,yde II ea-ue i:b
to
MQ~h e .r:.. Ilad, and several othe P s) was _nearly a relative of ours.
He r st e p-ItLo..t.h
~as sis t er to Grandpa Colby Sparks, and her
father..., Uncle Wil:l Messer, -ha emp ;t ey-e' Grandpa- Tom Oney as
t·
r c u.t -ter many years ago.
Sb. - he.ld both men in great Uv~~~=-n•
-~~ had been active for many years as a teacher, Supertendent of Schools, promoter of\,•l f f s and era ™ ,
~ l.~~~ ··tA
music.
She was well-known ·
· 1
KenbuckyA //"""-~ fEtr..:t'fii
~
~
· g excerpt from Jean Thomas i book, Blue Ridge Country:

t

~

"~
y
o ehe d, the county seat of the once dark
Rowan~
e
sta ds a modern State Teachers College
on the sloping hillsides wh ~ sight of the courthouse and street where thefR ow~ n County War was fought.
Qo e o f..-t.b e- halls is calledLA-1-lie W. ¥ oun.g tra-king 1. ts
~me f r..o. the £ena:t
:wh0se influence. brought abou t
he
~~eli s Gment e~ the Co ~ lege. ~ eung's father, audge
ZqGhariah Taylor Young, was once shot from ambush during
tl::J.e -troubles. 11
"This same county is the seat of a native art exibit
which has attracted nation-wide attention.
It was started many years ago by a descendent of Mary Queen of Scots,
Mrs. Lyda Messer Caudill, then a teacher of a one-room

r,

( 2)

log school on Christy Creek.
One morning a li llJ_}:ilb,P Y
brought to school, not a rosy apple, b-ut ~
~
~ ~ he had made ~ na?tive clayr=, O£. ad s dog ,- -w+e-~~- all.d
\- -·~ 7 hi
· .~{ Mrs. Caudill seized the opportunity to
encourage the other children in her mixed grade oneroom school to try their hand at clay modeling. Later
Mrs. Caudill became County Superintendent of Rowan
County Schools.
Through her enthusiasm and efforts
', '1 , the · plan developed through the years and today Mountain childre~ of Rbwan County have exhibited their
.·•,. :: handicraft in National exhibitions through the cooper~ t i ation of the group of American Association of University Women of Kentucky with which Mrs. Caudill is af.: f i l i ate d • "
L
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It was during that y~ar at Little Perry, under the supervision of Mrs. Caudill, that ):J..-f irst played the recess game
called "Needle's Eye." l Eight years later f-9-vt as introduced
to the writings of Jesse Stuart by Mrs. Caudill's daughterin-law, Margaret Stewart · Caudill, who was · then
English
teac er.
L.-.~

r·

'my

.~IJl:r~N'A u..,

Mrs. Caudi 11 would s a.m e t i ~~- ?ihare her
wledge) and
enthusiasm of the old ballads. s .nmal of them na ive to the
4
British Isles and centuries old.
Toward the end of the-Et,.~
year, she set aside an entire Friday afternoon for
o
a mock radio program thope at school.
She asked each pup 1
to participate by doing at least one song, preferably one of
the very old ones
had learned.
She positioned an empty jar
high enough to serve as a mock microphone, and
r,em~mb&E s e <
well when she spoke into that jar and said,"I now introduce
Bobby One..x_ 0 a ~ C rl O~ e , and they' re going to sing The Hangman :• s
Song. " ~ Ai >U-S-¼.rl
_c ·
n,
• :.d_-::E::=age e s ~ stepped forward ____ _
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THE HANGMAN~s SONG
"Hangman, hangman, slack up your rope,
slack it for a while.
I looked over yonder and I see Pa comin,
He's walked for many a mile."
0

_

( 3)

"Say Pa, say Pa, have you brung me any gold,
Any gold for to pay my fine?"
"No sir, no sir, I've brung you no gold,
No gold for to pay your i fine.
But I've just come to see you hanged,
Hanged on the gallows line.
o won't you love and its hard to be loved
And its hard to make up your time,
You have broke the heart of many a true love,
True love but you won't break mine."
"Hangman, hangman, slack up your rope,
O slack it for a while.
I looked over yonder and I see Ma a comin,
She's walked for many a long mile."
"Say Ma, say Ma have you brung me any gold,
Any gold for to pay my fine?"
"No sir, no sir, I've brung you no gold,
No gold for to pay your fine.
But I've just come to see you hanged,
Hanged on the gallows line.
O won't you love and its hard to be loved,
'- ~nd its hard to make up your time.
You .·have broke the heart of many a true love,
True love, but you won't break mine."
"Hangman:, · hangman, slack up your rope,
O slack {t for a while.
I looked over yonder and I see my sweetheart , comin,
She's walked for many a long mile.
"Sweetheart, sweetheart, have you brung me any gold,
Any gold for to pay my fine?" ·
"Yes sir, yes sir, I've brung you some gold,
Some gold for to pay your fine.
For I've just come for to take you home,
From on the gallows line.
~~ ,~ ~~ ~-· r "'tM
~~[jP·~~~~~~~~~~~-r
·i
in Septem €r 1953, when she was
principal of Mo e);l~
.e.aa.J. ~ ~ a §hool
then a senior at
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High
,
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Hammond, Indiana 46323
September 1, 2001
The Editor
The Morehead News
722 W. 1st Street
More head, Kentucky 40351
Dear Sir:
Having recently finished Morehead Memories
Jack D. Ellis, I offer my thanks to you for the
I fi r st read in your paper. Regretfully, I have
a su bscriber and have depended on my Aunt, Mrs.
Oney . to share their copies with me.

by Dr.
portions
not been
Nelliree

Morehead .Memories is indeed an historical treasure.
It abounds with detail of ,people, places, · and events
that formed the foundation for the life of every Rowan
Counrt.ian. In my own life it was the farming, timber and
logs t Christian religion, education and schools, general
store s, and of course, the people, many of whom :described
by Dr o Ellis. My first school-teachers were Lyda Messer
Caudill and Mrs. Arthur (Mary) Hogge, whose teachings and
infl ~ence are yet large factors in my life. I consider
Corr1 Wilson Stewart an heroine of the highest human order.
I sh a ll always treasure the singing of "Blind Jim" Day.
Also those beautiful spirituals once sung by Jason Hemphill,
and ..t hose unique "lined out" . songs by the Primitive Baptists.
Unqu •? stionably, Kentucky has been blessed with many great
pre ac hers, teachers, poets, and men of the soil. I was
and qm yet blessed _by several of them.
I recently told Dr. James Gifford of the Jesse Stuart
FouriJation, that Ish Richey 1 s Kentucky Literature was worth
its price if only for containing Theodore 0 1 Hara 1 s Bivouac
of -~he Dead. Jack Ellis' book is worthy of purchase if only
for such poetry -as Mrs. Janis C. ~Ellis' My Kentucky Hills,
Con i e M. Mauk's Onward Rowan County, dedicated to nnra
Wil r; on Stewart, and "Blind Jim's" old ballad,"Round . County
Troubles." Both books of course, are precious from cover
to ••.! over.
,, Jack D. Ellis has proven to be the needed chronicler
of 0ur place and time. I am most thankful for his sacrific ~ - a sacrifice of love.
Sincerely,

"TREE DOG"
Among the most efficient hunting dogs of our locale
during my youth were the small mixed breed dogs we called
feists. We used them to run rabbits, tree squirrels and go
to the ground for skunk, groundhog and other varmints.
It
was a small female feist who wandered into our yard one day
to stay, that became the most efficient and courageous dog we
ever owned. Perhaps a year old, she was a short stocky white
dog with brown and black markings. She looked a bit like the
Cardigan Welsh Corgi with shorter hair and longer legs. Whe
would probably have weighed about twenty-five pounds. Dad
looked her over and declared her to be a future "tree dog."
I named her "Pudgy."
Shortly after her coming, she began teaming with "Coalie"
our little black male feist, and the two of them proceeded to
hunt out every varmin~ to be found.
I recall the afternoon
we had them on Grandpa Sparks' old farm: Near where we pastured some of our livestock was a cave with a very low entrance.
Neither we nor anyone else we knew of had ever tried to squeeze
through that entrance to explore it.
"Pudgy" and "Coalie entered the cave, and we stood waiting for them to come out. They
remained inside the cave so long that we wondered if they were
going to make it back out. They finally emereged with tell-tale
signs of having had real war with some skunks denned up somewhere
in the cave. The odor was unbearable and "Pudgy was so sick
thatshe simply rolled and vomited for several minutes. Nevertheless she would continue to attack every skunk or anything
else she might come upon in the hunt. She was both smart and
"game." Sometime thereafter, Dad gave her to an old friend,
a very active squirrel hunter named Earl "Crow" Withrow. Under
his guidance she became the great "tree dog" that Dad had earlier predicted.
In the midst of her second "squirrel season"
with Crow, she was hit and killed by an automobile. Crow had
been offered $100.00 for her only a few days earlier. That
was quite a sizable offer for a Kentucky squirrel dog in 1951.
B.R. Oney, January 16,2003
Adapted from an earlier
essay dated July 31, 1995

/

FOR ELIZABETH MAOOX ROBERTS (1881-1941)
Politics and conflicts of mankind
Have been so long portrayed as proving grounds
For those most worthy of consideration
Of holding highest seats within our minds.
But countrymen, we need not search for Clays,
Johnstons, Morgans, Hoods, Barkleys, Coopers;
Nor others who are of more recent fame.
Shall n~t we honor those who nourished us?

We've had .the truest dear ones of the soil:
~he farmers, teachers, poets, men of God,
And wives and mothers such

as

Ellen Chesser •.

I . C"J_~~+y· see them as Kentucky's best •

B.R. ONEY, 2/15/95

THE BROAD-AXE AND THE OAT-CRADLE
As a child I'd come to know of Sycamore Shoals
Where Frontier Fathers met the Cherokee,
And bargained for the "Dark and Bloody Ground,"
That lay between those rivers past the gap.
Then came the day I visited the Shoals,
Where once walked mighty Boone and John Sevier,
And the Little Carpenter of the Cherokee;
Treading their paths I reached the housed museum.
There as I viewed the relics of their age,
I soon forgot the purpose long in wait;
For I found old tools and there recalled the ones
With whom -I'd lived and worked when yet a child.
I'd watched while Grandpa hewed cross-ties of oak
That we had sawn and dragged from our new-ground;
Then later Dad would harvest oats and hay
By cradle from those new and rugged fields.
Among the pictures taken there that day
Were ones of axe and cradle, now displayed
Beside our album 1 d pictures of these men
Who were nearer to that parley's age than ours.
B.R. Oney, Dec. 24,25, 1993

Concernin~ The Broad-Axe and The Oat-Cradle:
It was probably in 1946, when Grandpa Colby Sparks
gave Dad the key to his old log utility house on his then
vacant farm at the he;ad of Big Perry Creek. He told Dad
to take all of the tools and to use whatever he needed off
the old farm. Among the tools we gathered and put to immediate use were a cross-cut saw, two grubbing or sprouting
hoes, a large grinding rock, some wedges, and a sledge hammer.
We also fell heir to a well-used, much worn broad-ax~J which
Dad never liked but Grandpa Tom Oney, an old cross-tie maker
did; and an equally well-worn oat-cradle which was very suitable to Dad's needs.
(2)

Sycamore Shoals is located on the Watauga River in
Carter County, Tennessee, about four miles, I would estimate from the birthplace and ~hildhood home of my - late Motherin-law, Bessie Garland Rutledge. She herself was part Cherokee
as was supposedly, Grandpa Tom Oney. It was here in· the early
177Os, that the Cherokees traded their rights to a large portion
of Kentucky to a group headed by Richard Henderson, known as the
Transylvania Company. Henderson in turn, employed Daniel Boone
to collect a group of armed axemen to mark a . trail that led to
the eventual settlement at Boone's Fort or Boonesborough, on
the Kent ~ky River near present-day Richmond, Kentucky.
B.R. Oney, February 1996
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LIBRARY & MUSEUM . .
October 25, 2001
Bob Oney
3403 Kenwood Street
Hammond, IN
46323
Dear Mr. Oney,
Thank you for your recent inquiry to Special Collections. It was so interesting to
meet you on the telephone!
I have enclosed some information about Harry Harrison Kroll. It is mainly from
the "Mountain Herald" journal that he edited, and his picture from the yearbook. The
bibliography is an extract of his entire opus.

Professor Kroll was an illustrator, as well as a writer. He edited the "Mountain
-Herald," circa 1926-Sept. 1927.
Another source of information can be Richard Saunders, at the University of
Tennessee-Martin campus. His contact information is below. ·This is the school where
Prof. Kroll taught for most of his career, after leaving Lincoln Memorial University in
1927.
Richard Saunders
The Department of Special Collections
Paul Meek Library
The University of Tennessee at Martin
Martin, TN 38238 ·
Reference Telephone: (731) 587-7094

In Appalachian literature seems to record the history of humanity, and records the _
struggles with issues of social importance. Appalachian literature seems to be very
important to you ... thank you for the delightful conversation.
Sincerely yours,

Leanne Garland, Archivist-Librarian

Box 2006 Cumberland Gap Parkway, Harrogate, TN 37752-1901
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"Too rare, too rare,
grow now my visits here."
-Matthew Arnold's Thyrsis
Pilgrims Together
I'm now much older than he was that day
When I paid my first visit to his place.
This week he passed away at eighty-two.
I've returned this time to pay my last respects.
(2)

We await the viewing and the funeral:
Alone I go again to his home place
That long had been a second home to me.
I walk through weeds and sprouts and find a spot.
From here I see the family of seven,
Their house, cistern, smokehouse, outside privy;
Two dogs, penned hogs, cooped chickens, garden, and
The high-ground in potatoes, beans, and corn.
There grow the honeysuckles by the back-fence,
Ever creeping, pushing toward cleared land;
And at the deedline of the highest ground,
The cedars are held back by cultivation.
Straight ahead I see the mile-long field
We sometimes walk through getting to the highway:
The two-lane highway heading into Kingsport,
The business hub of Northeast Tennessee.
(3)

In truth I only see the empty house;
The city-water spigot and the smokehouse;
The rugged yard within approaching growth
Of cedar, berry bushes, fern, and so forth.
The great field long since has been sub-divided
Into dwellings reaching to the highway;
The best of Kingsport's stores and shops are gone,
Replaced by sprawling malls outside of town.
(4)

I walk into the backyard where once stood
The weeping willow, now deceased and gone:
I'd seen it grow from sprout unto great size
As years went by that followed my first coming.
Looking toward the ground near where it stood,
I see fresh sprouts of daffodils so green;
I lift my eyes to thank our Heavenly Father ,
For Tom, his family, and our experience.
Strong ties remain from our long pilgrimage
B.R.Oney, Feb. 17-28, 1995

(Yr-CP
c, .

"It is a task too holy,
too Christ-like for me."
-Cora Wilson StewartTHOUGHTS ON CORA WILSON STEWART
AND HENRY HAMPTON HALLEY
o often God has moved to separate
His chosen servants at an early age,
,
And bring them patiently unto the place
~ Where they fulfill the calling He's ordained.

l quickly think of Moses, Samuel, David,
The Prophets, John the Baptist, Timothy,
Polycarp, Luther, Wesley, and with others,
These cousins from Kentucky's Bluegrass Region.
And then I think of certain faithful mothers
Whom God has used to bear and train his Chosen:
I'll mention such as Jochebed and Hannah,
Whose faithful spirit lived within their sons.

~

~

ritten accounts of Anne Halley Wilson
escribe her as a Christian mother who
aily taught her children Holy Scripture,
nd urged them to be followers of Christ.

ora, her eldest living child, at nine
Began a life of prayer with regular
Pilgrimages to the nearby forests,
Preparing for . the unseen task ahead.

{l

he.n came her time, and she revealed the letter
~o those long blinded by illiteracy:
Those who learned to read, then write a letter
To her, received a Bible in return.

God's Word and will was always at the forfront,
As she excelled where others would not go;
Meanwhil~ her kinsman with a kindred spirit,
Was in the midst of bringing forth his gift.
Reared in a Christian home was Henry Halley.
Like Cora he was schooled in higher learning
Where such as as Stone's and Campbell's principles
Helped guide him to a needed discipline.
Just as Tyndale understood his mission
By going first to those of his own land,
He went to Hazel Green and she to Rowan,
From which their gifts increased to far beyond.

( 2)

Among their legacy we find two classics:
His Bible Handbook and her Moonlight Schools:
Helps from which continually we draw
As we fulfill the purpose of our call.
B.R. Oney
8/29/97
Commentary:
I would ca [ l . Hanry Halley a builder: One who built
upon God's gre~ Foundation, The Written Word. Cora Wils.on
Stewart, I see as a repairer or restorer: One who restored
to many the gifts that had been stolen and hidden by the
Enemy of our souls. From the very outset of their mission
they relied upon prayer and stood firmly upon the Word of God.
Their accomplishments may not be easily measurable by earthly
reason or value. However, they are of great magnitude in light
of eternity.
B.R. Oney
8/29/97

"Behold an Israelite
Indeed, in whom is no
guile."
John 1:47 KJV
DORVIN HAROLD BAILEY: 1936-1997
Nearly forty years had passed
And I didn't recognize her.
"I'm Ann," she said.
"Harold and I were real close."
Indeed they were.
Well I remember all those letters he received
From her and the rest of his family
When we were stationed in the Canal Zone.
Later, when I had become acquainted with them,
I understood the great togetherness they shared.
II
"Who'll you have for a 'sidekick'
When Barnhart leaves, Bob?"
The questioner was Johnny Yates, a close friend,
Married and living off-base with his family.
"I don't know John." I don't have much in common
With the ones who'll be left here."
III
The new arrival and I had much
In and out of common.
We shared in the heritage
Of Southern Appalacia:
Farming, timber, mines and hard times:
His harder than mine;
Otherwise we were quite different.
He wasn't exactly the type of pal I'd hoped for,
But turned out to be just the one I needed.
Being unable to resist his total honesty,
I came to respect all he said and did.
When he got around to telling me about
A girl he knew back home, a good girl
In whom he wasn't romantically interested,
I became interested.
I had no doubt that she was the true thing.
The next trip home, I met the girl,
Her family and his family.
Nearly forty years of marriage
And friendship has been the result.

( 2)

IV
His sister Ann wept uncontrollably at the funeral.
They had been very close, as she had said.
He proved to be close to me, too.
Close enough to be the forerunner
who made me acceptable in Northeast Tennessee,
From where sprang my gold of this life.
B.R. Oney
January 17, 1998

TUSKEGEE BECKONS
I shall return again if God permit,
And take a full, more loving look this time
At the greatness of a noble legacy
Left by those who sacrificed and cared.
II
I'm thinking now of my Montgomery days:
The last eight months of nineteen fifty-four,
When I in youthful ignorance looked past
The certainty of coming social change.
While occupied with football and the good times,
At rest in self-esteem and racial pride,
I received a gift most undeservedly,
Of a visit to T~skegee Institute.
I knew not then its history and mission,
As I marvelled at a calm efficiency;
And sensed a purpose there I had not felt
At r Morehead State or Transylvania.
And what I saw and felt could surely be
Referred to as a "mustard seed" that grew.
III
Years later I found God: I'm now His servant;
And next to Christ's Commission I believe
In making proper use of all He's given
Unto our care throughout our sojourn here.
Therefore I'd like again to see Tuskegee,
And pray to God as I traverse its grounds,
That the works of Dr. Carver and of all
Those faithful ones who taught and labored there
With Mr. Washington's well-proven system
Of learning for the mind, the hands and heart,*
Might be revived again to be accepted
By a nation so in need of quality.
B.R. Oney
April 7, 1995

(2)

*Original credit for this thought must go to Shirley
Graham and her biography of Mr. Washington, Booker T. Washington, Educator of Hand, Head, and Heart.
At the time of this composition I cannot remember
having seen either that book or heard mention of that title.
However I had read Shirley Graham's Biograppy of Dr. Carver,
. and its possible that I could have seen it mentioned and
totally forgotten.
As it is, I hereby beg use of her original
thought.
BR Oney
April 12, 1995

THE HOLLENBECKS OF DALRAIDA
Late autumn had already come to South Alabama,
And I stood among the trees near the road to Auburn,
Contemplating my soon departure from Montgomery.
Feeling melancholy and alone, I probably then foresaw,
Without understanding, the impermanence of my
Connection with that community.
Five months had passed since the Sunday afternoon
When we had unexpectedly met the three sisters
And were invited to attend evening Church Services
And then visit with their family at home.
In addition to the sisters, the family included
A younger brother, a younger sister, an older,
Married brother, an invalid Mother,
And a hard-working, intelligent Father.
Their house was unpretentious middle-class:
Well-kept and well-lived in.
They welcomed me and I adored them all.
I liked Annadine, and we dated lightly.
We saw "Gone With The Wind" in Montgomery.
We watched a drive-in movie in the same car with
Rachel, Elinor and her fiance on a dreadfully
Hot July evening. Mostly we would sit in
Their living room or back-yard
And listen to such songs as "Mr. Sandman,"
"Chapel In the Moonlight," and "Little Things Mean
A Lot ;~ over the local radio station.
Most of the family were usually there.
Rachel, a junior at Auburn, was there
Throughout the summer. She was the mature one.
Elinor had recently become engaged.
Mr. Hollenbeck, a store manager, would talk to me
Of football, boxing, the military, and business.
Mrs. Hollenbeck from her chair or bed would
Faintly say to me in greeting, "Hey Bob .! How are you?"
I loved and admired that family and would often
Wakingly dream of marrying either Annadine or Rachel
In proper time, and remaining near them always.
It then seemed to me, a worthy aspiration.
In January 1955, I left Montgomery, never to return.
After exchanging a few letters with Annadine, sending
Her a small gift, and exchanging perhaps three letters
With Rachel, time, distance, and other cares
Finally severed our connection.

( 2)

Today"s weather - - and the trees reminded me of
That late Autumn day in 1954. Again I saw the
Dalraida Road, the sign pointing eastward toward Auburn,
And most of all, the Hollenbeck Family as they then appeared.
I trust that life has ~one well for all of them.
Much has happened in Alabama since that time.
f i shall never forget them and will pray for them
Throughout the balance of my life.
B.R. Oney
November 8, 2001
Rev. July 7, 2005

11

:For he looked for a city which
hath foundations, whose builder
and maker is God. 11
Hebrews 11:10 KJV

PERMANENCE
With others I~ve decried the disregard
Of the soundest institutions wrought by man:
Foundations laid and proven through the years,
And left for us to wisely build upon.
2.
Man reaches forth into infinity;
Ever in quest of values yet unknown.
Meanwhile great treasures that are ours to bold,
Are cast aside, forgotten, to decay.

3.
Try as he will, some things man cannot change:
He cannot change what he does not control:
I speak of institutions made by God,
That grow yet evermore remain the sa~e.

B.R. Oney
November 23, 1992

THE OLD HYMNAL
As a new-born babe· just enteringGod 1 s · Kingdom,
I sought for growth: that· others . had: obtained;
And found a vital key in praise and ·worship,
By singing out the Gospel songs of old.

Yes, olden· hymns that ·spoke of bloodand .. water,
Telling ·of the power in Jesus• Cross1
Giving us clear •vision "of hereafter
Where we shall join witbHim · eternally.
Those songs · of · life onr Master gave unto
The ones who prayed and ' trusted, and ·prevailed,
Were bless•ed to my~.youthful life 'in Christ,
And point · me now · unto awaiting Rest.
B.R. Oney
November 12, 1997

Proposed Mural Of The Parable Of The Sower*
The walls were probably spacious enough,
But the artist felt incapable of the task;
The proposer ha~_'·.~oncei ved an idea
Too great for his· ~wn limited vision • .
Perhaps the children were not ready for it.
Nevertheless, they were provided seed
Sown orally through Holy Scripture,
Prayerfully directed toward fruitful good ground • .
B.R. Oney
March 13, 1998
*Matthew 13:3-8; 18-23

TO MY FAMILY
ON •. ·MY' .,:s1·X TY-.;FIRST B![RTHDAY

"Who are those with · you?" '· asked Esau.
And Jacob said, "the · children · which
God hasgraciottsly: given· your · servant."
And Jacob's: children increased
· From those ' few · to the millions.
In that ··1ncrease· were · such as
Jochebed and · Mot!e-s,
Hannah and: Samuel,
· · ·D. avid·
.. . .and'. :i bis · ·heirs I
· Danie:1~-· Shadracb; :.Meshach'~ and!!,Abednego,
Mary~ ----and ae·sus , the Son -.of · God,
The · Christ· who .died· for our· sins .•

And many· believed -~· on- and• recei vef)
· -Jesus "asr·Saviour : of our souls,
And became· sons "!.o .f ·· ,ood,
(Sons and' datighters'. really,)
· Hence£ ortb~heirs , -with : the,~.·righteous
of·tacob, · thus· Israel • .
How pleased~I ~•am· that God bas
Graciously; given ··all · of · y(!)u to · me. ·
Yet more pieased •.is,· · ood- ·b tmself,
When you·~beiieve" upon · Hi8: Son
To become His : chiidren·· eternally.
B ·. R~ · Oney

August 22, 1997

OF SUCH AS THE GOOD MOABI ~ESS
Three of my dearest benefactors,
All elderly ladies native to Rural America,
Had loved Jesus from childhood.
Sis. Travis' statement,
"Ever since I was a little girl
I had wanted to be close to Jesus more than anything,"
Ap~ lied to Sis. James and Sis.Gilsinger as well.
"Whither thou geest, I will go,"*
They early declared in their hearts unto God.
In their advanced years
God brought them together
In the same community of fellowship,
And g a¥e them power over
All evil forces
To bring for 6li spiritual children
From here to Ethiopia.
*Ruth 1:16 KJV
B.R. Oney Aug 31, 1999

INSPIRATION FROM GILBERT WHITE'S ON THE RAINBOW
Brightness! Glorious brightness! Vastly formed!
By our great God alone, whom we adore
In every phase of His perfection given:
His bow gives forth a special glow to us.
The "sage" who is inspired with lfpious awe"
As he looks up to hail that glorious arch,
And adore that God whose fingers formed the bow,
Is kinsman to the just ones who believe
And find accordance with the Word Made Flesh,
Who gave the rainbow and that Flesh for all.
For unchanged "vacant eyes" of all dear "swains"
That are "unconcious" of the Maker's Gift:
The gift of life through His beloved Son 1
Eternal brightness waits to fill their void.
B.R. Oney
May 28, 1998

"The end, then, of learning is,
to repair the ruins of our first
parents by regaining to know God
aright, and out of that knowledge
to love him, to imitate him, to be
like him, as we may the nearest,"
John Milton's On Education
CHURCH AND SCHOOL
No better route exists for me
Than the one through Hessville Park
Beginning at the building that now
Houses Indiana College of Commerce.
I tell my grandson of the days when
~his same building had housed the Church
Where I was saved and established in God's
Kingdom by the teaching of His Holy Word.
~hese park grounds had provided us space
Needed for Sunday School outings, picnics,
And even summer revival services.
We had used them as campus grounds
For our then blooming Christian School.
The park now holds Hessville's first school,
Established in 1869, by German Lutherans.
Now a museum, it is removed from the
Original site where it had been a most
Curious spectacle among the modern.
One-half block beyond the park stands
A newer building that once housed
Another Christian School: the one
That graduated this grandson's mother.
Understanding the significance of both
Memory and locale, I pray for revival
Of Christian education once active here.
The hope increases as we walk on.
B.R. Oney
September 16, 1998

THE CHOIR - DECEMBER J969
The red-tiled floor yet shines,
But the large crowd has moved on
To newer and larger malls
Built upon ground just as unstable
As that later chosen by many
Of the choir which sang so movingly
That glorious evening.
Yes, the choir heartily sang out.
One singer, a young man, exclaimed,
"Lets have a hallelujah time!"
And a hallelujah time was had.
The preacher stepped forth and asked the crowd,
"Would you like to sing along with the choir?"
The crowd heartily joined with the choir
To sing Silent Night and other Christmas songs,
And all were blessed together.
The preacher, stepping forth again,
Invited the entire crowd to come
And visit the choir's Church
Then located nearby.
Shortly thereafter, the Church moved out
To Suburbia as did much of that crowd,
Dimming a promise so evident that evening.
B.R. Oney
July 18, 1998

GRAY, GOLDSMITH, COWPER, ETC.
They were all there, those pillars,
Washington, Boone, Ben Oney, Will Webb,
Wesley, Gilbert White, Edmund Burke,
And others, furnishing backbone
Ear coming generations,
And leaving imprints of plainness
Like certain bards of their age.
B.R. Oney
Dec. 25, 1997 Jan. 6, 1998

LATE BLOOMING . CHRYSANTHEMUMS

The stunted yellow blossoms · tinged with gold:
stunted by the patient easy frosts,
Gives us a needed brightness .while December
Approaches with it• s · evergreen and red.
B.R. Oney
November 26, 1997

THE BRUISED MONARDA
Its Sister plants were green and stood erect,
As I looked down at its battered stems and leaves
And saw the scarlet blossom it had borne:
Unscathed, the others bore no blooms that year.
B.R. Oney
April 12, 1995

GILBERT WHITE, JOHN BURROUGHS, CHANGE, AND SAMENESS
Crisp voices of the frogs eclipse all sound!
Then cease as I approach their swampy lair
Near the edge of this small woodland plot where May
Is bringing vital warming to sustain
All flora and fauna living here within.
The blackbird (Burroughs' red-shouldered starling)
Is flitting through the new-leaved black oak trees
That cover these knolls where rich loam provides
Nourishment to the blooming columbines,
And woodland, special prize, the lady's slipper.
I think of all the tadpoles, then my grandson,
And his interest in the turtles, snakes, and toads;
Even earthworms, grubs, and humblest insects:
He searches out and studies them in depth.
Perhaps he's found a lifelong interest here.
My mind returns to Selbsrne and Old Slabsides:
Their memory now long wrought in poesy.
As did those hosts we too have all of nature
Giving hope and pleasure to my questing will;
Providing occupation to my heir.
B.R.Oney
May 27, 1997

Hammond, Indiana 46323
October 29, 2008

Dear Jack,
The November 2008 edition of JS F Magazine, might be
the finest issue of any literary publication I've ever read.
I wept as I read the articles by Chris Green and Wade
' Hall concerning Jesse Stuart's Man With a Bull-Tongue Plow,
and its upcoming 2009 Edition, and your own Masterpiece,
Sergeant James Still's Gold Castings.
I treasure my old copy of Man With a Bull - Tongue Plow,
and consider i t the best of Jesse's many fine works.
I will
now be able to purchase copies for my children and a few friends.
I love everything about James Still. How wonderful of
him to share that experience with you, and what a great service
you have done for us by sharing it.
I look forward to the upcoming publication and sale of the said, James Still: Critical
Essays by the Dean of Appalachian Literature.
Continued blessings upon you and your work.
Your Friend,

P.S. Enclosed are 2 pieces that I don't remember sending
you

REFLECTIONS DURING A FUNERAL JOURNEY
JULY 2001
Kentucky Highway 7, from South Shore in Greenup County,
to the Carter County Line, takes one through an area about
as rural as it gets in this day of sub-divisions, restuar ~ nts,
and malls. The one who is literary-minded cannot help but
think of the great poems and stories of Greenup County's
best known son, Jesse Stuart. For instance:
"My land is fair for any eye to see --Now look my friends -- look to the east and west!
You see the purple hills far in the West --Hills lined with pine and gum and black-oak tree --Now to the East you see the fertile v alley!
This land is mine, I sing of it to you --My land beneath the skies of white and blue.
This land is mine, for I am part of it."*
Or,
"Pa went about silently all day. He would walk to
the pine grove, then to the house. He would watch
a crow fly over. He would look at the growing corn.
He would watch the white clouds fly over. Pa would
not turn his hand to work. He would not let us work.
He did not go back to Tillmans' house. Pa stayed at
home all day. He was nervous as a shoemake leaf in
the wind.
"Just to think about it is a funny thing," said Pa,
"life,,.,is so strange. To think about it all the time
would make~ man lose his mind. Fonse has left the
earth. He was a good man -- tended to his own business."**
The land I was driving through was as rural as Jesse's
own W-Hollow, just a short distance to the east. There were
some fertile valleys, even a few good tobacco barns.
It was
superior to our own Big Perry, though less than the wider
valleys of North Fork of Triplett. It was disappointing
to see so little farming being done there. Admittedly, the
area was in the midst of a severe drou t h that had dried up
all of the hillside pasture. Corn and hay would have had
no chance, but perhaps in the creekside valleys, tobacco
would. Undoubtealy, farming had become secondary there
much like it has in much of the United States. Especially
small farm subsistence farming.
Entering Carter County, where the Route becomes Highway
2, activity increased. Their hillsides were also brown with
drouth, but some of the valleys were green supporting livestock and some fields of acceptable tobacco. My thoughts
were, "same old Carter County.'.' Carter Countians had always

(2)

seemed to more than hold their own in several ways.
If
they had the land, they farmed it. During the early 1950s,
Ernest Oney, one bf the hardest of workers, would finis ¼
his day on Don Burchett's Carter County farm after putting
in eight hours of hard work at the Olive Hill Brickyard.
He simply enjoyed working a good farm.
It did me much good
to see such effort yet being made there.
A few miles south of the Greenup Line is the small community of Carter (called Carter City by most Rowan and Carter
Countians.) It was my oasis of that drive. Driving past a
well-kept home, I saw a tall, ~trong elderly man mowing the
front lawn and wondered if he might be a Kiser or Pennington.
In 1952, The Louisville Courier Journal had referred to
Carter as a small rural village with a general store where
tobacco-chewing men would gather to talk about their tobacco
crops and prices, but in that particular year, they were occupied with the ~uccess of their local high-school basketball
team that was the current rage of Kentucky's 16th Region.
The article featured pictures of Carter's starting five,
Kiser, McGlone, Pennington, and Burge, are names I seem to
recall. What a formidable group they were. At the time they
were making quick work of all the larger schools of that region. Perhaps with a break or two, they might have been our
own Carr Creek, Inez, or Cuba, all like-size schools who became State Champions.
Driving on past the old Carter City School (now evidently being /used as the elementary school, it was hard to imagine
that smail bu:i;,lding once holding that great basketball team.
~lso, containing a gymnasium sufficient to host its games.
Shortly thereafter, I left Highway 2 and entered the
great Interstate 64.
I-64 passes nort~ of the Olive · Hill
area where there has been a sprinkling of Oneys, Sparkses,
Fraleys, and Mauks, since long before the Civil War. The
magnificent Carter and Cascade Caves are a little northeast
of Olive Hill, just north of I-64. The caves are of course
now enveloped inside a fine Kentucky State ~Park.
Entering Rowan County, and soon passing over the old
Skaggs, Hogge, Sparks, and Burchett land, I arrived in Morehead shortly thereafter.
I checked into the Motel and purchased my long-awaited copy of the Courier Journal.
t Man With a Bull-Tongue Plow
**Uncle Fonse Laughed from Come Gentle Spring
B.R. Oney
Feburary 26, 2002

THE POINT
A large mo bile borne now sets in the clearing
Reached by a road, cut out of the hillside.
This most memorable part of our old farm
Was being used to gather saw-logs for loading
Wben Dad declared bis desire to build us
A "nice place" there, sometime before 1950.
Doubting, I suppose, that be would do it,
I dreamed of establishing in a few years,
My own "place" there with family, houses, barns,
Crops and livestock: all flourishing at and near
Tbe point, by use of those then productive,
Now neglected fields that lay behind it,
Despite tbe technology and migration
That was already claiming us all.

- - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - -- - - ~B.R.Oney, August 27, 1999

From The Coffe<:tkm a:
Dr. Jack D. Ems
552 Vv. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473

Written by:Bobby Ro Oney
3403 Kenwood Street
Hammond, Indiana 46323

A View On The Upper Clinch
Looking downstream at the river flowing
Through mountains and valleys that had nourished
Four generations of ancestral kin:
I marvelled at the natural beauty,
And felt cause to wonder why they had movedo
I then considered the annals of our branch:·

Journeying to new land on Big Sandy
Where promise gave way to war and death,
Leading to the hard-earned homeland of Rowan,
(My beloved Rowan of field and forest,)
That I forsook for Northern cities, seeking
A more rewarding, secure existence
Through employment by their vast industries;
- - - - - - - -- - - -~A~n~dLJf:iindin g instead, Christ's eternal beautyo
B.R. Oney
February 6, 1997
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TO WILLIAM TYNDALE, IN APPRECIATION
So far-fetched did your noble aim appear
To your countrymen of power and of means
Tbat tbey missed sharing in all you'd foreseen,
And sought to keep from us God's Word so dear.
Far-fetcbe~ to men but accessible to God
Was tbis request of yours to meet the need
Of tbe "plougb-..boy" and of ours to read
And understand the Scriptures. You then trod
The Continent where faith and effort brought
About tbis great achievement so inspired.
Betrayed, you then were taken to Vilvorde,
And slain by those whose purpose was of nought.
We thank our Father for His precious Word.
We thank you £or the sacrifice you brought.
Oney
- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - -~ ~'-'--'-ry 1, 1989

from T h e ~ Of:
Dr. Jack n d!is
552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473

"Such homes and farmlands and
woodlands as happened to be in
its way are now buried under it."
Wendell Berry's A Native Hill

BURIED TREASURE
Beginning at the path thrbugh shady grove
That took us to the modest grassy hill
Whose ascent brought us past the red-earth cornfield
Into the long back-yard that brought in sight
The delling Mother called the "Old Homeplace."
There standing were the old house and the newer:
One of logs, the other framed and white,
In midst of limestone water well and springs,
Palen fenced garden, June apple trees,
And front lawn where Dad first had courted Mother;
Where Uncle picked his guitar, played his fiddle;
Where Grandpa spoke of things beyond our learning.
Onward to the milking gap with salt-rock
And water trough, tbe ground bereft of grass:
The ground where horse and mule would daily wallow;
Where we could view the cave across the fence.
Uphill from there we found tbe daisy'd meadow
Home to the paw-paws, walnuts and persimmons.
Nearby the choice blackberry bushes grew
As growing saplings threatened just beyond.
On up we viewed the ridge to the horizon:
A haunt of foxes; thus the great fox races.
The jewels of that ridge however were
The farms of Grandpa's two nearest neighbors:
Farms that yielded substance to their keepers
In ways beyond our present understanding.
Thus a segment of undying memory
Confined to certain few of us, unlike
Tbe thousands who drive over it each day
Not knowing of the treasure there beneath them.
B.R.Oney
July 18, 1997
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